• Single ended **Inflatable Low Profile Stoppers** for pipes, ducts and other shaped orifices.

• These Inflatable Stoppers provide an excellent grip in the pipe with an effective all round seal.

• Manufacturered for pipe diameters from 6 - 88 inch (152 mm up to 2235 mm).

• The **Low Profile Stoppers** are heat resistant up to 80°C (176°F).

• Each Stopper is fitted as standard with a Schrader Valve connected to a 1.2m hose, which means it can be easily inflated and deflated inside the pipe.

• Four pull tags are located around the circumference of the **Low Profile Stopper**. This means rope, pull wires or slings can be attached for retrieval of the deflated system if required.

• A secure method of blocking pipe ends to keep gases inside or to keep debris and vermin out.

• In a vertical mode, they are ideal to prevent machining swarf or tools from falling into pipes or orifices into unrecoverable situations.